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Austin, Texas - Launching today, MerlinCryption LLC debuts an extraordinary new approach to 
data security.  The technology company’s cutting-edge encryption software portfolio is 
underpinned by a proprietary algorithm and introduces adjustable keys up to 2-gigabytes in length. 
 
This shape-shifting twist on symmetric encryption pioneers a simple, yet profoundly effective, 
embedded key-in-a-file technique, called a CryptoFile™.  The software leverages user-safety by 
incorporating a file rather than a simple key strand and employing variable key sequences. Users 
gain the flexibility to create their own keys and communicate them in any manner they choose. 
 
The unpublished encryption algorithm, which is not based on mathematical technique and not 
subject to statistical analysis, defies investigative-style hacking and risk from ever-increasing 
computer power.  
 
MerlinCryption’s initial release includes MerlinEZ™, the portfolio’s basic encryption/decryption 
program and MerlinReader™, a decrypt-only program, provided free to recipients of Merlin-
encrypted files. Free MerlinReader™ empowers a convenient and seamless interface between 
Merlin users and their recipients who do not have MerlinCryption software. 
 
Also releasing this week, are MerlinShred™, a file shredder, MerlinGen™, a key generator, and 
MerlinMD5™, a free MD5 hash checker.  MerlinCryption anticipates debut of three B2B software 
suites by late August, supporting different end-user scenarios and special business needs. 
 
“MerlinCryption’s advanced encryption appeals to the general public for its simplified use, as well as 
to IT professionals for its cost effectiveness and elimination of key management obstacles,” said 
Paul “Prem” Sobel, Founding Engineer and Chief Technical Officer.  
 
About MerlinCryption LLC 
A software technology company in Austin, Texas, MerlinCryption LLC delivers invincible data-at-
rest, data-in-motion, and cloud solutions that combine innovative encryption with surprising 
affordability and ease. In seconds, MerlinCryption’s unprecedented technology protects savvy 
individuals and businesses from hacking, even on unsecured servers and media.   

# # # 

Radically different encryption software is a game-changer 
against cyber theft. General public and business reclaim 
advantage over hackers with adjustable keys. 
 
  


